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ABSTRACT: Depression is a phenomenon that is considered to be one of the most complicated issues of mental health in today's world. The study presented here conducted to determine the relationship between rumination and locus of control in the depression of female employees of the University of Medical Sciences in Rasht. The research method was a correlation study and the main sample was 134 female employees of the university. The findings showed that there is a positive and significant relationship between rumination and external locus of control.
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The current study is intended to investigate into the impact of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on learning styles (Kolb Model) in Smart Secondary Schools in Qom Province. Thus, it may be concluded that one can modify students' learning styles by means of ICT.

The objective of the present study is to study the relationship between managers' compensation and earnings in companies. The hypothesis indicated that there is a significant direct relationship between managers' compensation and earnings.

The present research aims at studying the relationship between accounting conservatism and bankruptcy risk for the companies under study. It is suggested that there is a reversed relationship between accounting conservatism and bankruptcy risk of the companies under study.

The present article analyzes Sunshade Management in organizations. This study is mainly intended to give answers to some limitations suggested to deal with advantages of sunshade management in organizations rather than removing the aforesaid limitations.

The purpose of the present research was the reviewing of the barriers transfer and the knowledge sharing in Iran Tractor Company. The barriers transfer and the knowledge sharing in this company was suggested to be related to the organization, job security and time.

The present study is prepared by aiming at investigation into the relationship among Quality of Working Life (QWL) and job satisfaction in members of academic fellowship from Islamic Azad University. The results of the research have played greater role in job satisfaction among members of academic fellowship.

The objective of this research is to study the relationship between accounting conservatism and capital structure of companies registered with Tehran Stock Exchange. The hypothesis was supported that accounting and capital structure (ratio of debt to equity and ratio of debt to total assets) in companies under study.

The present essay has studied on the relationship among students' educational creativity and their educational achievement. The results showed that educational self-actualization is interpreted by variables of fluidity, elaboration, originality, and flexibility.

The present study analyzes Balanced Scorecard (BSC) as a tool to evaluate organizational strategies. This investigation is mainly intended to give answers to the question which of internal processes should an organization focused further to meet shareholders and customers' satisfaction?

Accounting Conservatism, Bankruptcy Risk-Debit Ratio, Altman Model.

The current study is intended to investigate into the impact of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on learning styles (Kolb Model) in Smart Secondary Schools in Qom Province. Thus, it may be concluded that one can modify students' learning styles by means of ICT.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the factor structure and validity of an Iranian translation of the Future Orientation Questionnaire. The Iranian version of the Future Orientation Questionnaire is a useful tool for assessing adolescents' future orientation.

The present study did examine the relationship between entrepreneurship indexes and students of Islamic Azad University Damghan unit. It was found that entrepreneurship indexes exist in the middle level between students of Islamic Azad University Damghan unit.

The purpose of this study was to compare the value orientation of high school students in the vicinity and their parents in Bandar Abbas. It was found that Schwartz values in the case of readiness to change, had significant differences between parents and students.

This study was conducted to analyze the content of textbooks in the pre-occupational course (secondary school) for students with intellectual disability, emphasizing on the skills of Gardner's Multiple Intelligences. It was found that mixed methods are the third paradigm of educational research. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches are considered in educational research.

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between married adults' attachment styles and their levels of sexual and relationship satisfaction. It was found that married adults who are more likely to feel significantly less satisfaction from their sexual and relationship experiences than their secure counterparts.

The current study is aimed at reviewing the relationship among mathematics and some students' level variables and school level variables. It was found that variable of students' level may predict greater variance than educational performance.
Attachment Patterns as Predictors of Conduct Disorder in 9-11-Year Old Students in Bandar Abbas City, Iran
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Abstract:
This research was aimed at studying the relationship between attachment patterns and conduct disorder. The research was conducted on 9-11-year-old students in Bandar Abbas City, Iran. The samples were selected using the cluster sampling method, and a total of 250 students were selected. The data were analyzed using the SPSS software. The results showed that the insecure patterns had the highest and the secure and then the avoiding patterns had the list prediction power in conduct disorder.
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The Effectiveness of Life Skills Training on Achievement Motivation and Life Satisfaction of Students
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Abstract:
Since a considerable part of students' lives are spent at school, a huge contribution is made by the schools to education...